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Auburn, NY Business at Currier is on a very aggressive growth trajectory for the foreseeable future.  The 
custom molder has continued to add new business in markets such as healthcare including diagnostic 
testing consumables and surface sanitization packaging. 

“To help manage this growth, we need to be sure that we are placing 
enough emphasis on the day to day operations as well as the facility 
requirements and front end operations side of the business development 
cycle. This is why I am pleased to announce that Livio Ciciotti has accepted 
the position of Plant Manager,” said Ray McKee, Director of Manufacturing. 

 A former Sergeant in the United States Marine Corp, Livio received the 
Afghanistan Campaign Medal and Navy Unit Commendation Medal.  After 
the Marine Corp, Livio built his career guiding and developing operational 
staff at Cintas, Stonyfield Organic and most recently at ThermoFisher Scientific, where he was Plant 
Operations Manager over their injection blow molding business unit for their healthcare and life 
sciences industry.  With Currier’s growth in this sector, Livio’s healthcare industry experience will be 
invaluable to the custom molder. 

Livio’s personal achievements include Peak Production Award and an Outstanding Achievement Award 
while at Cintas, Six Sigma Green Belt Certification, School of Infantry Honor graduate and Tactical Small 
Unit Leaders Course Honor graduate.  When asked why he accepted the position at Currier Plastics, “The 
culture really came through in the interview process.  I also like that Currier is privately held and has a 
strong sense of family.” 

Family is very important to Livio and his wife Courtney. They enjoy spending time with their 2 children 
playing golf, going to the movies and are huge Boston Red Sox fans. 

Livio joined the team on June 15th and will report directly to Ray McKee, Director of Manufacturing. 

About Currier Plastics:  
Since 1982, Currier Plastics has been leading the industry in custom molding solutions for markets including 
healthcare, personal care, amenities, packaging and telecommunications. We provide our clients with unparalleled 



communication and project management with our total control approach to form, fit and function for the 
complete package. Our capabilities include design, injection molding and blow molding with a one team approach 
providing focus on quality.  Based in the USA in Auburn, New York. ISO 13485, FDA registered, ISO Class 8 
Cleanroom.   www.CurrierPlastics.com 
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